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UPDATES ON EXISTING MODELS

Matt Silver
P165
New double coated metal finish featuring a first polyester
powder coating, finished with a second layer of
transparent polyester powder.
The final effect is a trendy and material colour which
recalls a hi-tech satin aluminium finish.
Extremely versatile and easy to match.
CS/4044-VQ / CS/4044-VR Key
Structure: P165 matt silver
Top: GAB acid etched black frosted glass, GAW acid
etched extrawhite frosted glass

CS/93 Air
Structure: P165 matt silver
Seat and backrest: 450 Net steel mesh, 459 Net white
mesh, 460 Net grey mesh, AV0 Nancy white mesh AV7
Nancy sahara, AV1 Nancy cord mesh, AJ0 Tarifa white
mesh, AJ9 Tarifa black mesh

CS/4010-MV 110 Baron (leg A/B)
Structure: P165 matt silver
Top: GN frosted glass

CS/1112 Exia
Structure: P165 matt silver
Seat: P111 white, P128 wenge, P201 walnut, P810
cement, 057 white pp cord

CS/4010-MV 130 Baron (leg A/B)
Structure: P165 matt silver
Top: GN frosted glass, GXW extrawhite frosted glass

CS/1105 Giga
Structure: P165 matt silver
Seat: P111 white, P128 wenge, P201 walnut, P810
cement, 057 white pp cord

CS/4010-ML 110 Baron (leg A/B)
Structure: P165 matt silver
Top: P810 cement, P510 slate grey
CS/4010-ML 130 Baron (leg A/B)
Structure: P165 matt silver
Top: P810 cement, P510 slate grey

CS/1038 Ice
Structure: P165 matt silver
Shells: P791 glossy black, P799 glossy optic white, P266
transparent smoked grey, P796 transparent green, P848
transparent, P850 transparent coffee, P851 transparent
orange, P852 transparent red, P853 transparent fuchsia

CS/4011 Airport
Structure: P165 matt silver
Standard tops

CS/1273 L’eau
Structure: P165 matt silver
Shells: P266 transparent smoked grey, P296 transparent
aquamarine, P848 transparent, P851 transparent orange,
P852 transparent red
CS/1010 Swing
Structure: P165 matt silver
Seat and backrest: 315 black regenerated leather, 463
coffee regenerated leather, 474 white regenerated leather,
D03 taupe regenerated leather
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Black nickel

Stone grey ceramic

Graphite

Matt optic white polypropylene

P132 - P173

P133

P118

P964

New black/graphite aniline stain finish (P132) on solid
beech, that does not mask the grain of the wood; used
with the graphite finish (P173) on plywood seats and
backrests.

The laminated ceramic glass is a self holding product of
11 mm thickness. Thanks to a special process carried
out in autoclave, it is manufactured by coupling one
ceramic plate (porcelain tiles - 3 mm thick) to a tempered
floating glass (8 mm thick).
The porcelain tile is a ceramic material obtained using
a mixture of stoneware composed by clay and valuable
raw materials, which are mixed, body tinted, compacted
whilst high pressure is applied and finally fired at 1200 C°.
The porcelain tile working surface features exceptional
performances in terms of deep abrasion, stain, thermal
shock and chemical resistance. It‘s easy to clean and
very hygienic because it does not absorb liquids and
does not release harmful substances.

New double coated metal finish featuring a first
transparent polyester powder coating, finished with a
second layer of pigmented transparent polyester powder.
This exclusive finish, which recalls the colour of
unvarnished metal, is extremely refined and easy to
match.

CS/1042 Area 51
CS/1271 Crossover
CS/1246 Congress
CS/3307 Candy
CS/1085 Hero

CS/50 Vertigo
Frame: P77 chrome - Seat: P173 graphite
CS/207 Skip
Frame: P132 graphite - Seat: P173 graphite
CS/260 Latina
Frame: P132 graphite - Standard covers
CS/274-A Class Plus
Frame: P132 graphite - Backrest: P173 graphite
Seat: B51 Brighton black

CS/4058-XLL 180 Omnia
Structure: P173 graphite
Top: P133 stone ceramic

CS/4039 Park
Column: P173 graphite - Top: P173 graphite

CS/4011 Airport
Structure: P118 black nickel
Top: P133 stone ceramic

CS/4058-XLL 180 Omnia
Structure/Top: P173 graphite

CS/4010-MV 180 Baron
Structure B (only leg B): P118 black nickel
Top: P133 stone ceramic

CS/4058-LL 160 Omnia
Structure/Top: P173 graphite
CS/5047-Q / CS/5047-R House
Legs: P77 chrome - Top: P173 graphite

CS/1053 Mya
Structure: P118 black nickel
Seat and backrest: B45 Brighton cord, B49 Brighton
grey, B51 Brighton black
CS/1069 Air High
Structure: P118 black nickel
Mesh: AJ0 white Tarifa Net, AJ9 black Tarifa Net
CS/1022-LH New York
Structure: P118 black nickel
Seat and backrest in leather: 705 optic white, D04 taupe

Optic white leather
705

CS/4060-R / CS/4060-FRW Axel
Structure: P118 black nickel
Top: P201 walnut, P128 wenge, P173 graphite

Items in 700 white leather will be now available also in
705 optic white leather.

CS/4010-ML 180 Baron
Strcture B (only leg B): P118 black nickel
Top: P133 stone ceramic
CS/4011 Airport
Structure: P118 black nickel
Top: P133 stone ceramic

CS/516-P / CS/516-G Double
Frame: P173 graphite
CS/6018-1 / CS/6018-3 Modus
Base: P77 chrome - Structure and doors: P173 graphite
CS/5043-Q / CS/5043-R / CS/5043-S Element
Structure: P132 graphite - Standard tops
CS/6026 Inbox
Structure: P173 graphite
Doors: GAB acid etched black frosted glass
CS/5057 Memorabilia
Structure: P132 graphite, P94 matt optic white
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Taupe polycarbon

Taupe polycarbon

Smoked grey glass

Transparent extraclear glass

P837

P837

GTG

GXT

CS/1263 Parisienne

CS/1030 Jam

CS/5031 Blade
CS/507-R Real

CS/4057-R Tower

Glossy taupe lacquer

Matt taupe lacquer

Coffee regenerated leather

Cord Net Nancy

P48

P176

463

AV1

CS/6004-7 L / CS/6004-7 R Seattle

CS/207 Skip

CS/1257 Boheme

CS/4043 Odissey
Base: P48 glossy taupe
Top: GXW extrawhite frosted glass

CS/5029 Bubble

CS/93 Air
CS/1069 Air High

CS/5061-A / CS/5061-B / CS/5061-C Island
Base: P176 matt taupe
Top: P48 glossy taupe

100% LI

Taupe polypropylene

Cement laminate

Sandwell Fabric

P900

P810

D05 Ivory

CS/1042 Area 51
CS/1271 Crossover
CS/1246 Congress
CS/3307 Candy

CS/4031-ML 110 Performance
CS/4031-ML 130 Performance

CS/260-H Latina housse
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D06 Sand

D07 Grey

D08 Cord
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Anaïs

Basil

CS/1266-LH
Chair with wooden frame entirely padded with foam
and upholstered with leather (legs included). The coneshaped legs and the slightly curved back give to the
chair a sophisticated and slim look.
The seat supported by elastic belts ensures high comfort
and lightness.
Seams and chair rubber feet are in the same colour as
the leather except for the taupe version which is supplied
with black rubber feet.

Excellently priced kitchen (or Home Office) chair. The shell is in Restilon® (structural polymer composite with mineral
fillers) and is moulded with a co-injection of 35% recycled material. The shape of the seat resembles that of a basil leaf.
The central rib becomes both a structural and decorative feature of the product. The shell can be fitted onto 7 different
types of frame from the Jam series, as well as onto a new wooden frame, to satisfy any requirement.

CS/1348
Chair on wooden frame with four rectangular-section,
slightly tapered legs.
Frame: P02 bleached beech, P132 graphite
CS/1359
Four-legged metal frame from the Jam series,
painted the same colour as the shell.
Frame: P77 chrome, P95 satin-finish steel, P94 matt
optic white, P176 matt taupe, P160 matt red, P139
matt mustard yellow.

FINISHING MATERIALS
705 optic white leather
683 black leather
D04 taupe leather

Bay

CS/1356

CS/1355

CS/1354

CS/1359

CS/1359

CS/1348

CS/1357

CS/1358

CS/1366

CS/1357
Chair with metal sled base from the Jam series.
Frame: P77 chrome
CS/1358
Chair with metal spider-leg base from the Jam series.
Frame: P77 chrome
CS/1366
Office chair with caster-mounted frame from the Jam
series.
Frame: P77 chrome

CS/1265-LH - CS/1264-LH
The chair recalls the shape and the comfort of the
CS/1022 New York model with a 30x15 mm rectangular
section metal tube structure. The cantilever base version
is supplied with transparent plastic glides to increase
stability.

CS/1354
Low metal stool frame from the Jam series.
Frame: P77 chrome
CS/1355
High metal stool frame from the Jam series.
Frame: P77 chrome
CS/1356
Metal stool with gas piston from the Jam series.
Frame: P77 chrome

CS/1265-LH

FINISHING MATERIALS

CS/1264-LH

FINISHING MATERIALS
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Frame

Seat and Back

P77 chrome

705 optic white leather
683 black leather
D04 taupe leather

Shells
P964 matt optic white
P946 red
P900 taupe
P973 mustard yellow
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Bess

CS/1294 - CS/1294-GU - CS/1294-LH

L'Eau

CS/1288 - CS/1269 - CS/1270

Dining wooden chair, with seat supported by elastic
belts and shell padded with foam and upholstered to be
assembled on a hardwood frame.
The triangular shape of the wooden frame and legs grant
the same strength reducing the aesthetic thickness of the
seat providing an elegant impact.

Stool from the L’Eau family suitable for three frame
versions CS/1039 - CS/1049 - CS/1050.
The SAN Plastic shell has the same design of the L’Eau
chair CS/1273.

FINISHING MATERIALS
CS/1294-GU

CS/1294

Bess

Frame

Seat

P93 glossy optic white
P128 wenge
P132 graphite
P201 walnut

B45 Brighton cord
B47 Brighton coffee
B51 Brighton black
344 Gummy optic white
357 Gummy black
AJA Gummy taupe
683 black leather
705 optic white leather
D04 taupe leather

CS/1269

CS/1288

CS/1270

FINISHING MATERIALS

CS/1367 – CS/1367-GU – CS/1367-LH
Metal chair with shell from Bess model CS/1294 with
non-removable covers. Stool made in tube with new
30x10 mm rectangular section. The arrangement of the
legs crossways at the front and lengthways at the back
highlights the slim section of the tube, giving the chair a
refined and elegant look.

FINISHING MATERIALS
CS/1367

CS/1367-LH
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Frame

Seat

P77 chrome
P118 black nickel

B45 Brighton cord
B47 Brighton coffee
B51 Brighton black
344 Gummy optic white
357 Gummy black
AJA Gummy taupe
683 black leather
705 optic white leather
D04 taupe leather
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Frame

Seat

P95 satin finished steel
P77 chrome

P266
P296
P848
P851
P852

transparent
transparent
transparent
transparent
transparent

smoked grey
aquamarine
orange
red
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Axel

Omnia XL

CS/4060-FRW - CS/4060-R

CS/4058-XLL 180

Wooden table top supported by two separate “x” shaped
metal trestles. Each trestle is the result of two 80x40 mm
rectangular metal tubes, joint together.
The two supports have a slight inclination once
assembled to the top.
CS/4027-R and CS/4027-FRW Parentesi tops are used
for fixed and extending versions.

Extendible table from the Omnia CS/4058 family with
a new double folding extension mechanism contained
within the frame. Extensions are in the same colour as
the top. New built-in grey satin finished handles are
positioned on both extensions and on the trestle to allow
easier table opening.
Dimensions: 100x180(240-300) - H 75 cm

Dimensions:
Fix version: 100x200 - H 75 cm
Extending version: 100x180(300) - H 75 cm

FINISHING MATERIALS

FINISHING MATERIALS

Blitz

Frame

Top

P77 chrome
P118 black nickel

P201 walnut
P128 wenge
P173 graphite

CS/4062-BOOK - CS/4062-R - CS/4062-O
Restyling of the CS/35-O, CS/35-R and CS/35-BOOK
folding tables. Frames are now available in P94 matt
optic white and the new melamine tops are in RAL 9016
white. New type of wheel in the same colour as the
structure, fitted with a brake. Handle with new Calligaris
logo.
Dimensions:
O: 40(80)120 - H 74 cm
R: 40(80)120 - H 74 cm
Book: 40(80)110 - H 74 cm

CS/4062-BOOK

FINISHING MATERIALS

CS/4062-R
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Frame

Top

P94 matt optic white

P94 matt optic white
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Frame

Top

P201 walnut

P201 walnut

P64 glossy white

P64 glossy white

P173 graphite

P173 graphite
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Base

CS/5076

Lune

CS/5074

Bridge-style TV unit accessory to be used on top of
benches or sideboards, to hold and contain any digital
device (dvd player, decoder, etc.). Made of 10 mm
curved, clear glass.

Smoked grey, round-shaped, wall hanging mirror. The
pattern features etched circles on the surface.
Dimensions: Ø 90 cm

Dimensions: 90x35 - H 12.5 cm

FINISHING MATERIALS

FINISHING MATERIALS

GTR transparent glass
GTG smoked grey glass

Enter

CS/5077

GMR mirror

Pleasure

CS/5075-G / CS/5075-P

Bridge-style console table in 10 mm curved glass. The
top is slightly curved on one side.

Rectangular wall mirrors that can be hung either vertically
or horizontally. The flat central mirror is surrounded by a
raised frame made of curved silvered glass, 10 cm wide,
with open angles and rounded corners.

Dimensions: 110x33 - H 73 cm

Dimensions:
CS/5075-G: 67x177 cm
CS/5075-P: 67x100 cm

FINISHING MATERIALS

FINISHING MATERIALS

GTR transparent glass
GTG smoked grey glass
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GMR mirror
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Cream

Even Plus

CS/1369

CS/1375 - CS/1375-GU - CS/1375-LH

Chair with seat and backrest in co-injection moulded
Restilon® (structural polymer composite with mineral
fillers). Frame in solid, oval-section wood.
The idea on which this product is based is to create a
seat that harmoniously combines wood-plastic materials.
The entire design focuses on the joints, which are
particularly evident in the backrest, more discrete under
the seat. The design challenge lay in the diametrically
opposed nature of the two materials: wood, noble and
full of tradition, and plastic, the result of technological
research with significant production constraints.

Restyling of the Even CS/1093 armchair, with new
backrest featuring a tapered profile and metal structure
recessed flush with the backrest.

FINISHING MATERIALS
Frame

Seat

P77 chrome

B45 Brighton cord
B49 Brighton grey
B51 Brighton black
344 Gummy optic white
356 Gummy coffee
357 Gummy black
705 optic white leather
470 coffee leather
683 black leather

P118 black nickel

705 optic white leather
470 coffee leather
683 black leather
D04 taupe leather

FINISHING MATERIALS
Frame

Seat and Back

P02 bleached beech

P964 matt optic white
P946 red
P900 taupe
P973 mustard yellow
P900 taupe
P973 mustard yellow
P964 matt optic white
P900 taupe

P94 matt optic white
P132 graphite

Even Plus

CS/1295 – CS/1295-GU – CS/1295-LH
Restyling of the Even CS/1023 chair with new backrest
featuring a tapered profile and metal structure recessed
flush with the backrest. This new design makes it
possible to maintain the model’s typical clean lines, while
ensuring excellent ergonomic comfort.

Juliet

CS/1368 – CS/1368-GU
Chair with metal frame and 20x20 tapering squaresection legs. The seat is made with elastic straps
while the backrest is upholstered using a mesh and
compensating rubber. Upholstery in fully removable
fabric or non-removable Gummy. The seat features soft,
slim lines. The backrest, which has a small, “crescent
moon-shaped” aperture at the bottom, is 106 cm high
and is suitable for use with large-sized tables.

FINISHING MATERIALS
Frame

Seat

P77 chrome

B45 Brighton cord
B49 Brighton grey
B51 Brighton black
344 Gummy optic white
356 Gummy coffee
357 Gummy black
705 optic white leather
470 coffee leather
683 black leather

P118 black nickel
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FINISHING MATERIALS

705 optic white leather
470 coffee leather
683 black leather
D04 taupe leather
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Frame

Seat

P77 chrome

B45 Brighton cord
B51 Brighton black
344 Gummy optic white
357 Gummy black
AJA Gummy taupe
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Cream

Happy

CS/4063-R - CS/4063-Q

CS/4066-VR
Extending kitchen table. The 80x40 mm rectangularsection metal trestle structure features a new semiautomatic vertical extension system with swing action.
The top remains flush with both the trestles and the side
edge concealing the thickness of the glass.

Extending wood table in two sizes from the Cream series.
Tops in Mdf with chamfered edge and rounded corners.
Epoxy powder painted in P94 matt optic white finish, with
frame in the same shade. Four wooden legs fixed to the
frame. Central fold-out extension with edge, finish and
thickness the same as the top.

Dimensions: 120(180)x80 - H 75 cm
Dimensions:
90x90(130) - H 75 cm
90x130(180) - H 75 cm

FINISHING MATERIALS

FINISHING MATERIALS

Gemini

Legs

Top

P02 bleached beech
P132 graphite
P94 matt optic white

P94 matt optic white

CS/4051-A

Orbital

Frame

Top and extension leaves

P165 matt silver

GN frosted glass
GXW extrawhite frosted glass

P77 chrome

GB black frosted glass
GXW extrawhite frosted glass

CS/4064

Fixed table made entirely of a 12 mm clear, tempered
glass. Cigar-shaped top fitted with stainless steel plates for
attachment of the trestle legs, which are made of very thick
glass.

The Orbital table is a combination of mechanics and
functionality of the Odyssey table with Pininfarina design.
This model is only available with extraclear glass top so
to appreciate the lines and meticulous care with which
the model is made. The squared shape of the extensions
gives guests greater comfort. The column with central
hole is made of rigid polyurethane, painted black or white.
The new base, arms, release lever and plates with slim
and minimalist lines, are in Matt Silver finish. The glass
is fixed to three plates in brushed aluminium the same
colour as the other metal parts.

Dimensions: 240x110 - H 74 cm

Dimensions: 165(255)x105 - H 75 cm

FINISHING MATERIALS
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Frame

P165 matt silver

Column

P15 matt black
P94 matt optic white

FINISHING MATERIALS

Visible metal parts

P165 matt silver

GTR transparent glass

Top

GXT transparent extraclear glass
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Omnia XXL

Magic XL

CS/4058-XXLV 220

CS/5078-G

Extending table from the Omnia series with fold-out
extension system assisted by a braking mechanism. The
one metre extension leaf is always in the same colour as
the table structure.

High or low extending metal table with glass tops and
extension leaves. Semi-automatic vertical extension
system with swing action. The base is the same as that of
the Magic J CS/5041 model. This new extension system
makes it possible to obtain a usable top of 70 x 190 cm,
which can comfortably seat 8.
Aluminium frame.

Dimensions: 220(320)x120 - H 75 cm

Dimensions: 110(150-190)x70 - H 75 cm

FINISHING MATERIALS
FINISHING MATERIALS

Top and extension leaves

P15 matt black

GB black frosted glass

Frame

Top

P94 matt white

P173 graphite

GAB acid etched black
frosted glass

GXW extrawhite frosted
glass

P77 chrome

GXW extrawhite frosted
glass

GAW acid etched extrawhite
frosted glass

P165 matt silver

GN frosted glass

P64 glossy white

Traslo

Base and structure

Area T

CS/4065

CS/4067-A
Contract table suitable for outdoor use. The standard 60
cm round top CS/20 D60 is used with this table. Cast
iron base, metal round-section column and fixed plate.
Embossed paint finish specifically for outdoor use. The
aesthetic lines of this model make it an ideal partner for
the Area 51 chair.

Extending metal table with top in new ceramic finish.
New, automatic extension system with side rotation
extension leaf which, from the centre position, rotates
through 180° to reposition itself in line with one end of the
table. The semi-circular movement is achieved by pivoting
the extension leaf by means of a special mechanism
which, in addition to allowing rotation, raises and lowers
the top.
Four-legged base and frame in Black Nickel finish;
180x100 cm top with 100x100 cm extension leaf.

Dimensions: Ø 60 - H 75 cm

Dimensions: 180(280)x100 - H 75 cm

FINISHING MATERIALS
FINISHING MATERIALS
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Frame

Top

P15 matt black

P38 black

Structure and frame

Top

P94 matt white

P126 matt white

P118 black nickel

P133 stone grey ceramic

P271 matt orange

P271 matt orange
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Howard

CS/6036-G - CS/6036-GC
Double bed based on a modified version of the Swamy
bed structure, with a new removable soft linen covering.
Storage compartment also available. Equipped for
160x200 cm slatted base.
Dimensions: 190x218 - H 112 cm

Password

CS/6031-20 / CS/6031-21 / CS/6031-22
New bedroom units from the Password series.
Proportions and finishes are the same of existing models
in the catalogue. Matt white and Taupe lacquer finish.
The fronts are completely smooth, without any decoration
or handles. Push-pull opening system.
Dimensions:
CS/6031-20: 2-drawer bedside chest 50x45 - H 45 cm
CS/6031-21: 3-drawer chest 120x52 - H 80 cm
CS/6031-22: 6-drawer tall chest 50x45 - H 120.3 cm

CS/6031-21

CS/6031-22

CS/6031-20

FINISHING MATERIALS
P176 matt taupe
P126 matt white
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